NORDTREFFI 2019
Welcome to Nordtreffi 2019
1.- 7.7.2019 in Evo
This year we are celebrating 50 years off Nordic friendship and it is
time to come together and enjoy the Finnish way to organize a camp
in a forest in Evo. Evo is between Lahti and Hämeenlinna, about 140
kilometers from Helsinki. There will be a bus transportation from
Helsinki/Vantaa to the campsite and back. On the camp there will be a
bit over 200 scouts.
The camp will have special programs for each age group, like ‘water
adventure’, ‘nord orbit’, ‘chaos therapy’ and of course campfire each
evening. We also have a small cafe/kiosk. 5KAMP will take place on
Friday, and every camper is welcome to join. Saturday will be our
market fair day with swapping possibilities and a late night disco, so
on Sunday everyone is hopefully a bit exhausted and ready to go
home.
Let’s keep thumps up for sunny weather!

Virpi Toivonen
Leader of Nordtreff 2019 Camp
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NORDTREFFI 2019
BASIC INFO
Contact during the camp

First contact is your own troop leader.
Secondary Virpi Toivonen, +358 50 352 9909

Health declaration

Please ensure that you have handed over the health declaration to your troop
manager.

Mobiles and money

We recommend not to bring mobile phones.
We recommend not to bring large sums of cash. In camp there is a small
cafe/kiosk where debit cards are accepted.

Sleeping

We will sleep in tents, but if you want, you can also use a hammock.
Remember to use tree huggers.

Social media

Before, during and after camp, use hashtags #nordtreffi2019
Follow us in Instagram; Nordtreffi2019 and Facebook;
https://www.facebook.com/events/1040006732827827/

RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The camp fare needs to be paid before you enter the campsite.
You are not allowed to leave the campsite without permission.
Bullying is not tolerated.
Open fire is only allowed in dedicated places and with permission. When/if
forest fire warning is given, open fire is absolutely forbidden.
The camp it totally alcohol and drug free.
The sleeping area is silent between 22.00-07.00. If you want to stay awake
during silence, please go to a dedicated area.
Act like a scout. Know your responsibilities and don’t trash.
Don’t steal or break other’s things.
Swimming is allowed only when supervised.
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NORDTREFFI 2019
EQUIPMENT LIST FOR NORDTREFF 2019






























Clothes for every weather
Change clothes
Sitting pad/mat
Flashlight or headlamp (with spare batteries)
Water bottle
Rain clothes + rubber boots
Hat
Swimsuit (shorts allowed)
Towel
Toiletry (biodegradable)
Good pair of walking shoes
Sandals or flipflops
Bag for dirty laundry
Sleeping bag and sleeping mattress
Scout scarf
ID (Passport, driver's license, kela-kortti)
Medication (also allergy medicine and painkillers)
Day backpack
Power bank
Money for cafe (cash and card)
Sunscreen lotion
Mosquito repellent
Cutlery (spork, plate, mug, cloth etc.) in a fabric bag
Compass
Pen/pencil and paper/notebook
Trash bag
Knife
White shirt for color press (except rovers)
Swopping items like scarf, badges etc (optional)
Remember to check that you have a valid insurance for the camp and the
travel.

